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Journey Begin

- Started implementation works from April 2017
- Implemented in BdREN on July 2017

Mon Jul 10 13:21:00 2017 : Auth: (10) Login OK: [mahedi@ugc.gov.bd/<via Auth-Type = EAP>] (from client FLR-BdREN-1 port 0)

Thu Jul 13 17:18:17 2017 : Auth: (2102) Login OK: [nrentest@iom.edu.np/<via Auth-Type = Accept>] (from client cisco-ap01 port 308 cli 00ec.0acc.2902)

Thu Jul 13 17:42:46 2017 : Auth: (2627) Login OK: [mahedi.hasan@guest.surfnet.nl/<via Auth-Type = Accept>] (from client cisco-ap01 port 319 cli 00ec.0acc.2902)

- Implemented in institutes level from August 2017
Current Status

- No. of FLR 1 connect with etlr1 and etlr2
- No. of Institutes 3
- Plan to 19 Institutes within this year
Software we are using

- RadsecProxy for FLR
- FreeRadius with MySQL for Users DB
- RadMin for User Administration (Developed by me)
Some Feature of RadMin
Some Feature of RadMin cont.
Some Feature of RadMin cont.
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